
Complete the sentences using appropriate subordinating conjunction from the word box.
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Name :

as

before

when

while

although

whereas untill

where

1) The Smiths were riding in a car they got stopped by the police.

3) He developed knowledge of sailing he was very young.

4) I read the book I fell asleep.

2) Anna looks very petite, she has a lot of strength.

6) Kennedy wrote “Pro!les in Courage”, he became president.

7) it is a sunny day, we are going on a picnic.

5) The children looked in the jars Jenny often stored the candies.

8) I got a Barbie set for Christmas my brother got a bike. 

Example: Unless we start now, we can't reach Melbourne before 1 pm.

Subordinating Conjunctions

Subordinating conjunctions connect the dependent or subordinate clause to the 

main clause.
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Complete the sentences using appropriate subordinating conjunction from the word box.

(Answer may vary)
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Name :
Answer Key

as

before

when

while

although

whereas untill

where

1) whenThe Smiths were riding in a car they got stopped by the police.

3) whileHe developed knowledge of sailing he was very young.

4) untilI read the book I fell asleep.

2) Anna looks very petite, she has a lot of strength.Although

before6) Kennedy wrote “Pro!les in Courage”, he became president.

As7) it is a sunny day, we are going on a picnic.

5) The children looked in the jars where Jenny often stored the candies.

8) whereasI got a Barbie set for Christmas my brother got a bike. 

Example: Unless we start now, we can't reach Melbourne before 1 pm.

Subordinating Conjunctions

Subordinating conjunctions connect the dependent or subordinate clause to the 

main clause.
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